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He was dipping a dead bitch into the canal.  In between 

two docked boats, one rotting and filled with water, the 

other shrouded in a cover.  They quietly gargle and 

creak. 

 

In his hands are her neon yellow stiletto shoes.  His 

overcoat is black and long, his hat Dutch and traditional, 

his face half wrapped up.  It is Amsterdam 1994.  De 

Wallen.  Few tread these wobbled cobbled entries so 

late.  It was crispy cold winter night, middle-night.  

Almost blackness.  The freezing fog thin, waist-deep and 

conscious.  The canal veneer placid and jewelesque.  The 

tall crooked old brown canal houses were illuminated 

subtly by the street-lamp glare and the stars.   

 

Her neon shoes and cadaver contours glowed dimly.  Her 

body was algid and mostly drained of its blood, her arms 

twisted deformities, her malnourished half-naked form 

had been seriously injured and the visible skin shrunken 

and bruised, her hair was matted and torn, her grey 

blemished Bacon face frozen in an agonized plea, her 

eyeballs all-white and around the sockets a halo of 

clotted brownish blood, the prominent front teeth buried 

into a blackhead-ridden chin with jaw-rot exposing 

dissolving gums which expose cartilage matter.  
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Fumes of chloroform and cheap perfume, wet leather 

and walnut swept through the scene.  He released her 

into the still and bitter icy water, snatching her shoes but 

this time one slipped and bobbed boldly away.   

 

Behind them the steaming pungent green piss of 

unhealthy British sex tourists rolls over and into the 

cobbles and careers down the alley, covered by green 

piss mist, on a journey to join the murk of the canal-

water.  In the distance their nightly infantile noises, 

slurred guffaws and thunderous drawls fade thankfully, 

and then he is again alone watching the water resettle 

after its latest offering, and watching the neon problem 

evade him further.  He rubs the lone stiletto heel with 

both hands, with all his fingers, very gently, he feels 

anger. 

 

He reaches over the edge, his large solid frame swoops 

forcefully through the vicinity and he tears a cygnet from 

the water, grips its body between his thighs, pushes 

along its neck until the head skin splits and pops the 

skull back into the canal.  He slams the bird and the shoe 

into a holdall.  An early workman begins repeatedly 

pounding something.  He gathers himself before the 

morning bustle riles him more, and backtracks away into 
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the narrow alley, the ghostly vapor parting for his pass, 

into the shadows of the Old City, while swans weep and 

wail.  For breakfast today he will dine on Swan and 

Plasma.   

 

Water, the bringer of life, and the taker of life. 

 

Glub 

 

 

 

Glub 

 

 

 

Downwards 
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She sank deep into the thick reedy canal, drowning but 

not dying, and from her bottom trailed her baby, blue 

like she.  From the welling gloom swirled a torrent of 

wizened deliquescent ladies. 

 

Scrawny writhing bodies - Silvery fish ladies - Caressing 

eels - Powerless in pond - Powderless, grey and gaunt - 

Powerful in haunt - A shoal - A coven - A Coval. 

 

They whipped past her and they eagerly grabbed at her 

and accidentally pulled the baby free.  They pushed it to 

the surface.  It swam away.  There are no more mobile 

creatures than whores.  The dead women travel fast and 

they pulled her downstream with them, seaward, toward 

the dawning, moving in an instinctive pattern.  Cruising 

through the green water dusty with fragments.  Past 

waves of water’s hair.  Becoming wrinkled.  Into the 

bilge.  Into the brine.  Into vivid life.  Into the sub-city.  

Past a car museum of the decades…  past bicycles…  

bodybags...  cameras…  guns…  sewage outputs…  wet 

useless money…  sanitary towels…   fish and ducks…  

swans and mussels…  boats eyes blinking...  

shipwrecks…  masts...  floating fishermen…  frightened 

drug-dealers…  lost dowries...  inkwells...  treasure 

chests…  rusting things...  barrels of ale once offered to 
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the sea…  slime…  black boxes...  kelp…  trash…  

through sonar...  moaning...  soft sea shanties…  past 

fiddlers...  synchronized swimming...  30 knots…  

German Bight…  moderate icing...  deeper and deeper 

into the unknown…  whirling into cyclic freezing and 

fermenting…  unmissed…  437,062,438.76925 knots…  

warping into cubic centuries.    

 

It is that navy in-between hour of the razed and the 

raised, light is soon on its way.  The furry baby floats by, 

with an umbilical antenna, in the stiletto like a Voodoo 

Moses, followed by the Swan Skull, and behind the child 

the first spell of meconium which had burst into a flame, 

a Jew’s Pitch giving light to the black route to safety.   

 

And her little baby washed ashore in the Neon Stiletto. 
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Many years ago a young man worked as apprentice 

caretaker in the Hortus Botanicus and his time there left 

him so afraid of vegetation he would not have so much 

as a leaf off a shoe left inside the home and not a morsel 

of vegetable would pass over his lips, “dirty Devil 

leaves” he called them.  These were the days of early 

electricity and although Amsterdam was changing the 

essence of the city was that of old.  Horses and carts 

clopped the wet streets and light at night was sparse and 

shadowy.  Sailors, whores and really rotten characters 

inhabited the dens and the dark.  People then could be 

truly anonymous.  Until past eight he worked each 

evening, until the final Doctor would leave.  He was a 

nervous lad with bad genes.  In winter most the day 

would be dark and the grand Gardens interspersed with 

fluttering lanterns and the yellow-orange glow of owl’s 

eyes.  The owls screech.  The soil is a living architecture.  

Plants have their own diseases.  Some of them eat meat.  

They peel themselves, they regenerate, they are naked 

always, ubiquitous, numberless.  In the Palm House the 

air was heavy and warm with the whispers of them.  Half 

a billion years of evolution breathing all over him. 

 

A young lady frequented the Gardens each winter 

afternoon.  She was an object of fascination to him.  A 

Frisian girl with lilac eyes, rose lips and a             

praeter-raphaelite blush on milk skin.  She made him feel 
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desire and confusion.   His pulse pounced like pupae in 

her presence.  He was mesmerised.  To him she was the 

most wonderful person in the world.  She would spend 

her time caressing a single plant, sweeping away the soil, 

exposing the creature and speaking in a strange language 

– non-European, ancient he guessed, with clicks in 

singles, doubles and trebles.  He would spend the time 

after re-covering the root… while it groaned.   

 

One night, inside Winter’s gloaming and land-locked 

dormant Gardens, as usual he crept through the winding 

paths toward the Palm House.  The revolting bone 

structure of the landscape is exposed to him. The 

butterflies and moths were beating against their 

glasshouse panes, creating an incessant symphony of 

anxiety, and the glasshouse glow changed lemon to 

brown as the powdery wings cluttered the clarity of the 

glass.   

 

He peeped into the Palm House, his palms and nostrils 

pressed to the window and saw her sat on the plant and 

thrashing her head about wildly.  She swivelled and 

looked him directly in the eyes, pupils dilated, face wet, 

her lips pursed and her dress a little undone.  His genitals 

became swollen and he aggressively and uncontrollably 
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scratched the back of his head.  She continued to bounce, 

those unblinking eyes still set on him, and what 

happened next became the mystery of his life as all 

turned hot and white and then he must have fainted.     

 

That night as he covered up the plumped monster it was 

spurging sap and squealing.  Strings of her sweet 

ambrosia became entwined with his fingers, and he 

loved her.  He had witnessed a grotesque intertwining of 

worlds.  The young man became infested with these 

happenings.  His mind paused on that day and all other 

aspects of his memories and personality both past and 

subsequent decayed.  Nobody ever really knew this man.  

He never knew himself.  He only ever knew her.  All his 

life he felt she was near him.  Perhaps he was not so 

much in fear of plants as consumed with the deepest 

jealousy toward them.   

 

It remained quiet after that and the girl did not appear for 

some time but when she did it was with a child.  They 

visited the plant.  The man peered into the pram and saw 

a large baby boy, a specimen, dark in colour with 

transparent and empty eyes, like fish-eggs.  It groaned 

manly like the root.   
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A soulless child had been born. 
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Amsterdam 2009.  In parts the City flickered like an old 

movie.  Brass candlesticks under peachy fringed net 

drapes light wooden café windows.                

Picturesque.  Gorgeous.  A gentleman in expensive 

clothes smokes a cigar outside a brown bar, watching 

himself in the window opposite.  A bird is perched 

vertical on the rooftop, pointed to the heavens.  The 

drone of lonely boats ... ... ... their scraping off       

slimed canal walls and the footsteps of lovers the only 

noise. 

 

We are coming into the hours where Amsterdam’s 

unconscious dreams and its subconscious acts. 

 

Summer duskfall.  Humid and warm.  The air smells of 

warm bricks.  The pristine seagull swooped into the 

canal and then rose, dripping into a verdant sky.  Night 

ignites.  In the windows washed hot perfumed bodies 

writhe.  Hordes of voyeurs cram the streets. 

 

Now we are inside the chasm of Amsterdam,                

on De Wallen.  Narrow and crumbly.  The oldest part of 

the City.  Where history was made.  This is glittering fat 

prosperous Amsterdam.  A bloodthirsty cesspit.  
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Intravenous internet and sanpaku strangers.  The lurid, 

lucid bowels of Europe.   Houses raised from the crafty 

hand of a chocolatier, handsome old buildings with 

modern accessories.  A neon sexy world whirls around.  

The Church Bells of Oude Kerk ring out a constant 

reminder of morality.  Pleasure and danger integrate and 

make a giant.  The wonder and daze blurs all and the 

blue and red fluorescent signs melt to make electric 

graffiti.  In soft focus.  A purple haze.     

 

All these awful blondes.  Plastic Chimeras.  This place 

sizzles.  Baby-faced - bony-legged - orange-pink -   

white toenails - string-bikinis - glitter-phones - knives - 

torn tights - black eyes - fried hair - fluoride smiles.   

 

‘Postmodern antiquity!’ one happy diplomat said.  Dick. 

Anything to get you into bed.  Anything to get at your 

wealth. 

 

A young cosmic couple are bent over a half-eaten 

hotdog, one laughing, one crying, both petting the 

synthetic sausage.  Much later they will be seen again, 

chipmunking hotdogs, mayonnaise spread on their faces, 
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having conversations via their heads and becoming 

further sucked into the gulf of casual drug-taking.   

 

Big fucking bolshie Americans carry their ever growing 

load of consumer electronics with pickpocket paranoia 

whilst discussing in enormous volume their frigging 

frugality.   

 

‘Check out that twinkie in the pink!’ 

 

Lewd Englishmen, scumlots of football hooligans, 

stagger and leer and bully each other.   

 

‘Eh! coca?’   

 

Zombified funseekers stumble increasingly stagnantly.  

No photographs allowed.  Rock music, radio from Halal 

houses, R&B and Eurodance blare intermittingly and 

into each other whilst the silent elegance of the Dutch 

bourgeoisie lords over the scene.  The music drives the 

tempo of its reach.  Chit-chat.  Laughter.  Hashish.  
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Ostentatious hilarity.  Lynx Afrika.  Swarthy foreigners 

breathe garlic all over town.  Some men smell of cumin.  

A twinkle of Indonesian exotic flutters by.  Loverboys 

dripping in gold jewellery stand around.  A little man 

cycles past, on a tricycle, the size of a toddler, and his 

face is withered and bird-like, with a beak, wrinkles and 

plucked patchy skin - some sort of mutant.  A crazy is so 

enraged he is behaving like a retarded Hitler and 

drawing a crowd, he will fight and he will be beaten.  

Extractor fans pump atmosphere into the alleys.  Big 

African men wearing black leather jackets both whisper 

and boom offers of drugs to passersby; 

 

‘Eh! coca-coca ecstasy?’ 

 

‘Viagra for love night?’ 

 

‘coca-coca ecstasy?’  

 

‘Eh! charlie? charlie?’ 
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‘coke – coca?’ 

 

‘Eh! coca?’  

 

‘SOLID BASE?’ 

 

‘Eh! coca-coca ecstasy?’   

 

‘coca?’ 

 

‘coca?’ 

 

*sniff-sniff* 

 

‘Eh! coca?’ 
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‘Eh! coke-coca?’ 

 

‘coca?’ 

 

‘Eh! coca?’ 

 

‘Eh! ya ba?’ 

 

The realm of the fantastical sleaze.  Whoredom.  The 

moving mannequins a variety of fantasies.  Aching 

erections stun men.  A stench of foreskin and rectum on 

their fingers and palms.  Peep-show octals of spinning 

consecutive and simultaneous spasm cabins.              

Kok Roulette.  Toilet paper.  Body-language.  It’s 

Showbusiness Baby!  Suited Doormen entice the curious 

tourist into elaborate shows; 

 

‘loversh!’ 
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‘real sex!’ 

 

‘sex and chips!’ 

 

‘banana fucking!’ 

 

‘high quality schleaze and filth in a nice atmosphere!’ 

 

‘ladiesh, we have naked men too of coursch!’ 

 

‘everything ish possible!’ 

 

‘filthy sex for all the family!’ 

 

Men smelling of sex.  Filthy dirty X-rated sex.  Cunt.  

Pussy.  Fuck my pussy.  Fuck my jaw.  Cunts.  Frotteurs.  

Sirens and lights flash.  It gets later and later.  You are 
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lost in a maze of red corridors.  The threshold of each 

point of view palpitates.  Zig-zag bricks.  Zig-zag bricks.  

Prostitutes spicily tap their cupboard glass, drumming up 

business, beckoning and making guttural noises.  They 

open their doors and fan their pheromones into the 

streets.  The people are hypnotized.  People so trashed 

they have lost the basic ability to verbalize.  In this light 

we see the canal is blood red.  Crazies, creeps and proper 

weirdos bang out their lives.  It becomes unpatrolled and 

skulkers could prowl anywhere. 

 

‘What’s your problem?’ 

 

‘Motherfucker!’ 

 

‘Hey man!’ 

 

‘Hey man!’  

 

‘Remember it, my friend.’ 
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People who wait for the night come and go back into it.  

It gets more silent.  Grainy grubby pre-shower city.  

Pests and terrorists.  Gracious morning may never arrive.  

 

Ghosts in Amsterdam.  No fun anymore.  Fear walks 

over the water and into empty streets.  The City’s piano 

keys are being struck morbidly and North Sea mist rolls 

through the labyrinth.  It is 3am.  Pineal glands activated.  

The abused are here.  Street poisoned.  Aggressive street 

cancer.  They have retreated - out of time.  Saltless 

walkers of mentality.  Not many of them really, just a 

shattered pack.  From and into oblivion.  Now in the 

night void.  The paradigm shimmers.  Something inside 

these people swells as they feel all the people from 

history in this place.  All of them feel each other.  On the 

brim of regression.  Some of them know about the world 

under the water.  All of them know to delve no further. 

  

These nightwalkers congregate at a window brothel, 

quiet, docile and dumb; eager, urging and knowing, and 

an angry faint female apparition walks out through the 

glass and she joins them.  And they continue to walk the 

Old City.  Each time this happens – it is an omen – they 
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see the soul walk its line, see the death process begin.  

Coming events cast their shadow before.  This woman is 

destined to die soon.   

 

To the night’s newcomers, those occasional adventure-

seekers revelling in the weird of these hours, this is a 

blood-curdling moment.  It is time to go to bed.   
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Cosmetics 
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She walked into her district.  Sodden and with chattering 

teeth.  It is like a barren Soviet cityscape.  The people 

hold cruciform at their windows, eyes closed.  Across 

the street a man wept in a phonebooth - he held his face, 

his news is bad.  A tram tinkles dully between them.  A 

girl rides forward, ringing her bicycle bell, as elegant as 

on horseback.  She is everything I wished I could be.  I 

can smell the nice cooking flow out from nice homes.  It 

hurt tonight.  It doesn’t often hurt.  It had been a day of 

heavy rain and a gritty icy wind.  On these strange days 

Amsterdam felt timeless.  Twilight days in which the 

City never fully wakes up.  Modern lights dim and dark 

coats make reminiscence.  We seek this.  The sex is 

always rougher.  The words are always absent.  No 

questions.  No answers.     

 

All the private things that I do alone.  Was somebody 

watching?  Why am I thinking like this? 

 

Karina Bush.   

Rate: €60 for 20 min. 
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Hi and greetings from Amsterdam.  My name is Karina 

and I am 28.  A whore.  A semi-addict.  Sullen.  ‘Dutch’.  

I have long blond wavy hair and petrol-blue eyes.  

Professional make-up and pencilled eyebrows.  As 

beautiful as a b-movie star.  My skin is so perfect that I 

look like I have never been wet - but I have.  Bronzed 

and thin, lips glossy red and tumid.  I kiss sometimes.  

I’m open-minded.  Intelligent.  32C.  No silicone.  Body 

dysmorphic.  I hate daylight.  Distant and erotic.  A dirty 

smoker.  A furred tongue pierced and copper breath and 

fast eroding tooth enamel.  A half-smile.  Clothed in 

pastel panties, crop-top and baseball cap.  Neon peach 

nailvarnish.  Slut Stilettos - size 37.  Topless teasing - 

the perfect Russian.  1 tattoo.  Muscular.  Vain.  Golden 

shower giving.  I keep a bit of urine in, the pressure 

keeps me horny.  SM dominant.  An expert.  A loner.  

Jealous.  Aiming too high and aimlessly.  I was not 

breastfed.  All my life expectant.  The cord of love 

always in sight yet out of reach.  Ask me your fantasy.  

For additional price.  Spend some time with me.   

Ciao, Kiss, Karina XXX 

 

Every night my perfect night.  It was my time.  Adored.  

Powerful.  Blurred.  Fucking hard to the music.  Almost 

rich.  Suckers.  Sex.  Mountains of sex.  Cathartic sex.  A 

meeting with the lobeless svengali.  A meeting with the 
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Turkish brothers.  Hugging Uncle Herman.  Mornings in 

parkland.  In the bushes.  I lie alone on the couch.  A hot 

soapy bath; shaving myself obsessively, mascara and 

cream.  Repeat. 

 

In her cubicle.  Listening to Choirgirl Hotel.  On her 

mobile.  Sweating.  Throwing her hair about.  Biting her 

lip.  Raspberry Swirl.  Back turned.  Pluck nipples.  Back 

arched.  A slow hip rotation.  smsing.  Popping gum.  

Slack jaw.  Funtimes in your language.  6.58.  Boring.  

Hand on wall.  Legs open.  Exposure.  Closure.  Look at 

me.  Chickita.  Hand on crotch.  Giggles.  Pressed to the 

glass.  Laughs.  Innocent.  Remembers.  Forgets.  A 

silent whisper.  Scores. 

 

Master and servant.  As ancient as man. 

 

I fell properly in love.  Ill-advised even by myself.  Our 

hearts opened like children.  He is gorgeous and also 

lost.  We had looked at each other for ages first.  

Mathematical Dutch.  With love, warmth penetrated 

every element of my body.  Ecstasy-love.  We were 

acute and in the margins.  And being together cured us.  

To be in love.  To be revered.  To wrap my legs around 
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his warm legs and be comforted.  Star-crossed starry 

starry nights.  Bursting out of my skin with a love that 

cannot be expressed earthly.  To eat love.  To breathe 

love.  To deep kiss for eternities.  To breathe the hellish 

fear of separation.  The crushing inevitability of it all.  

To be prematurely haunted by love.  When love’s 

demons live with you.  When life’s demons live with 

you.   

 

I lay in bed, with my love.  I dreamt of a customer.  A 

tanned German man with white hair.  He does not treat 

me badly, he is always polite and I don’t know why I 

dreamt of him.  He has been appearing when I am awake 

also.  I have future-flashes of my death.  I am distressed 

and afraid.  In my dream I was dead for the second time, 

again upside-down, beside our bed, in rigor-mortis and 

naked, positioned with my legs up in the air and my eyes 

huge and sad.  I was dead.  I was no longer here.  My 

voice is very weak.  My name is dismembered.  He 

comforts me tenderly and I wept.  In his arms my phone 

rings – it is him.  I know no good is coming my way and 

I saw him in our bedroom.  I feel dead and feel my 

family watching me. Why are they all here?  I am 

soluble.  They watch me dissolve.  My nose is bleeding 

hard and I am coughing.  Maybe I have a brain tumour.  
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The Dreamworld had begun to play games with her.   

Their safety was invaded and spoiled.  The dreams begin 

to scar her.  Bouts of prayer.  Bouts of exuberant 

confidence.  Bouts and bouts of despair.  

 

She becomes afraid to sleep.  Something touches her as 

she falls into it.  The seconds of insomnia are each a 

magnetic abyss.  All the people she has known.  The 

people who have loved her.  The people who have 

wronged her.  The future.  The past. Her childhood and 

the damp and tired old things of it.  Being smacked.  My 

violence.  Her two visits to the abortion clinic.  This 

psychic sensitivity toward others is unreal.  So very 

sensitive that she saw her dead mother walking through 

the shopping crowds.  How can this be?  She pushed to 

reach her but became tangled in other people.  I could 

not reach her.   

 

She is in a Mass.  In a Sanctuary.  She is startled at how 

medieval the Church appears.  It is wooden.  The pious 

Church-goers mutter creeds in unison.  The people’s 

faces are Bosch-like and they are staring at her, 

murmuring, craning and shuffling to her.  They are 

hunched and scurvy-ridden, wearing cloaks and clothes 

woven from heavy natural fibres.  A choir of modern 
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women sing.  Their faces are masked in thickly applied 

and bright cosmetics.  The High Priest is passing Holy 

Communion into the mouths of the worshippers.  Whilst 

a hum generates from his throat continuous he speaks: 

 

 “Holy Communion 

   Holy Communion 

   Through the blood-brain barrier and into the spirit 

   Through the blood-brain barrier and into the spirit” 

 

She feels the Communion taking place.  It is 

indescribable.  It is full numbness.  She realises that she 

is not free.  She realises death is closing in.  She can 

barely cope with this pain.  These dreams go through and 

through her.  Her black aura grew heavy, drawn from the 

underground depths of her essence.  She is prey 

incarnate.  Padre.  Padre. 

 

I used to get eyeballed by boys and it thrilled me.  It had 

innocence.  It still happens.  So many eyeballs.  So many 

fucking eyeballs. 
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Dick washing and running taps.  Dick washing and 

running taps.  Men.  Big pink misshapen penises.  The 

bitter smell of bodily fluids all mixed together, of 

Satan’s hormones, of the secretions and the organs on 

which they mix and the skin on which they perfuse and 

the strong rubber which acts as a barrier to them – 

streaming and distributing from groping bodies.  Bruised 

tonsils.  That irreversible taste of condom.  A bag of 

dicks.  Acne.  Stubble.  Rashes.  Dandruff.  Lube.  Two 

men with bulbous eyes.  A man mimes slashing her 

throat.   Different breath odours.  Rancid breaths of 

death.  Anatomical differences.  Different ways of 

sexing.  Embarrassing moves.  Clammy skin.  An anal 

attempt.  The pathetic sad-face of the post-coital penis.  I 

saw the shame of a man, his secret thoughts, they flashed 

as he stood naked, I’d long risen above that.  Sucking the 

largest foreskin – if only I had had foresight.   

 

‘Eh! coca?’ 

 

Everything is animated and digital.  Her brain controls 

the volume.  She enjoys urinating more than usual.  It 

makes her feel human, grounded.  And then comes an 

orgasmic urethral stricture.  Powdering her nose.  White 

mucus constantly runs from her nose, and it sticks to and 
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coats her respiratory tract.  Retches.  Teeth tingles.  

Creamy gelatinous cell bundle-sacs of reluctant cum.  

Retches.  Mothering big men.  Temperature malfunction.  

Paid to love.  Acting dignified.  There is no such thing as 

a happy ending.  Each one feels like a rape, she is 

absolutely devoid of sexual energy.  The floor throws red 

light rage, it looks like hell.  I have a warm and sloppy 

body, I just let that guy fuck me for far too long.  A 

virgin with clean balls.  Dog leg left.  Dog leg right.  

Double dog leg.  Hole in one.  Handicap.  Four.  Fingers.  

Albatross.  Bogey.  Breast sniffing.  Unfaithful bastards.  

Mundane cunts.  All these awful damaged bitches.  

Victims and villains.  Ravaged and rummaging into 

handbags.  ‘I’ll poison pen your future’.  Fucking 

disgusting.  I must take rest.  I’m fucked internally.  It is 

impossible. 

 

I adore him and my heart is broken.  My love is crushing 

me more than the dreams.  All I want is to be happy.  

When you are happy you can get anything.  Amongst the 

heavy doom of my situation though, is a strange clarity 

inside my head, an opening, and I’ve stopped thinking 

about money. 
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Tonight, latex catsuit, stood in the doorframe, bathed in 

the glaring blue UV – statuesque, symmetrical and alien.  

Ponytail.  Blue lipstick futuristic.  Traffic.  Whizzing.  

The cabin wall is blemished by mosquito guts.  

Mahogany furniture and red crushed velvet curtains.  A 

red leather chair.  Make-up stains on doorframes.  A 

grubby bathtowel spread over the bed.  Black pillows.  

Mirrored.  Lined with implements.  An empty highball.  

An ashtray.  A CD player.  A table of potions.  All the 

sex that has happened in this room.  The kinesis.  The 

residual energies bounce off and flow through each 

other, and grow.  I am inside the mirror watching myself.  

I have a changeable face, I have no character.  I see 

myself at the very loneliest.  Doing things I should not 

do.  I am a bad person.  An automaton.  I am 

institutionalized.  I am a social experiment.  Inside tiled 

and bleached.  Inhospitable.  Red and cloudy with scent.  

Nasty deodorant.  Givenchy Ange ou Démon.  I 

temporarily fall into the layered dimensions of perfume – 

parallelograms infinitely inside each other, filled with 

flowers and emotion.  I’m drunk on vodka.  I AM 

STAMINA.   

 

Scores.  Cash exchanged.  A regular.  A connoisseur.  A 

dink.  Contempt.  Scores.  A handsome knocker on the 

box. 
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In my dream I was at home and suddenly had a head-

injury.  I cannot operate the phone, my fingers will not 

dial the correct number.  My head hurts so much.  I am 

then inside the wall cavity of a surgical room, watching a 

pretty girl lie unconscious on an operating table.  A 

voice in the room says that the brain is disordered.  A 

person pulls back the sheet and she is naked from the 

waist down.  Using vanity trimmers the person slowly 

shaves all of the girl’s pubic hair, paying much attention 

to detail.  The girl’s genitals are bald and her face has 

changed from peacefully sleeping to helpless and 

vegetative.  

 

Again I wake soaking wet and whimpering, begging him 

to help me.  His soothing is of little use.  I feel an 

emotion in my reproductive organs that I know will 

never leave.  I vomited.  The vomit was on my legs and 

on our bed.  My head was beginning to crack.  

Meltdown.  I drink a glass of codeine.  Fucking minerals.  

I am now separate from him.  Detached.   

 

She walks through China Town, a lonely and brittle 

silhouette.  The streets seem empty bar the European 

summer rain and litter rolling in the wind.  The lifeless 

waste became highly animated, and doors and flaps 
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crash angrily.  Her heels and cans and bottles clash echo 

off the stone percussively.  She looked beautiful, her hair 

windswept and her mascara loosened ... her heavy glassy 

eyes stunning.  Behind her, a charcoal storm cloud falls 

slowly out of the firmament and over onto the city and 

the gusty whistling and darkening day sent all but the 

brave into hiding as from abandoned alleys whirled the 

storm.  The canal thrashed about in an oceanic torment 

that smashed the boats off the walls, and the gulls wailed 

and darted down for youngsters, and the blackness of it 

all became unbearable and she fell onto the cobbles 

crying.   

 

The contents of her bag spill out, a gold lipstick case 

tumbled into the water and the rain spears beat her hard.   

She feels in her blood that this action is promising her 

powers and she rolled deliberately and slowly into the 

canal, her yapping face slapping off the stones, her arms 

straight beside her body.   

 

The clouds fractured and from behind dusk clouds 

sprayed peach comets.  The seas settle onto secrets.  The 

new sun threw a beam at the canal and at the very spot 

she sank sunglitter shone in the shape of a human.  Day 

is back, the swans and mallards play in the mizzle, the 
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tourists stumble from coffee shops, puffy faced and 

sleepy, coughing phlegm like the terminally ill, and a 

day within a day is born. 

 

IT PROMISED ME POWERS. 
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Exhibition 
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I scraped back my hair and pulled up the hood of my 

sweatwear, I triple-kissed my replacement and stepped 

quickly into the street and into the crowd.  The crowd 

moved slowly - a real bunch of dead lice tonight.  I 

looked left to nod to Lexi but her curtain was closed.  I 

looked at the pavement and blood was pouring out from 

the foot of her door.  I snapped loose from the crowd and 

tried to open her door and couldn’t, it was locked.  I tried 

to kick it open and couldn’t.  I screamed for help, calling 

the names of the men who always linger around here and 

I looked into the CCTVs, pleading, and nothing.  The 

johns didn’t respond to me either.   

 

I moved onward, knowing I needed the authorities.  Of 

course I knew these things could happen but you never 

really expect them to.   

 

I could not use my cell, it can only receive calls.  I 

approach the next box, I will use her cell if it rings out.  

She isn’t there.  Instead the window has become a plant 

specimen tank filled with a large mobile flowering 

aquatic vine, visibly agitated at my presence.  The plant 

cries out and throws its arms at the glass like an octopus.  

The water is green and the UV lights still shine from 

behind and the red light strip still glows above and the 
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bricks have blackened and look older than they could be.  

The muted neon sprays through it and the phallic bells 

pulse and glow meat red.   

 

At the next window there was a dead colleague, 

obviously dead for many weeks.  She stood, still wearing 

a neon pink bikini, it still glowed sexy.  She was hugely 

bloated and green like the plants.  

At some points of her inflated body a pale green gas 

passed out fast from a forced opening, it rushed out from 

her with the power of a steam engine, pumping and 

hissing.  Her eye-sockets had entirely collapsed both 

inward and with a gruesome facial sag.  A crowd was 

gathered.  Some of the men were touching themselves, 

many of them vigorously.  

 

The next window was overrun with matter and it had 

spread over the front of the building.  This matter was 

both plant and human, a fusion.  Intestines spasmed and 

slithered over the walls, gargling like the hungry or 

infected gut.  Salad leaves grew from this. 

A second organism was on the building, this one’s vines 

were of absolute plant and the leaves of dried meat.  The 

leaves were medium-sized and dried like the treated 
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meat in Spain, and their smell was concentrated and 

overbearingly porcine.     

 

In the next window the girl floated foetal in the centre of 

the display and her head was undergoing the process of 

transforming into a large white lotus flower.  She looked 

like a painting by a hippy.  The brothel lights tinged the 

fluid purple and her white body and head glowed 

dazzling bright and her yellow lotus crown glinted 

golden.  The parts of her beautiful face that remained 

were at peace and I revered her.  One day everyone will 

see her and be humbled.  I felt at peace.   

 

I had walked in a full loop and was approaching my own 

door.  A group of johns faced it, their trousers at their 

ankles, furiously masturbating.  I could not see inside the 

box from my position.  One man’s penis was dry like the 

wall organism, strips of it peeled off as he wanked 

himself, they will be tasty.  A man walked to my door in 

stunted steps, restricted by his trousers, and pulled it 

open. 

A luminous pepto pink clear liquid flowed out and 

gushed over the ground, splashing the legs of the johns 

and soaking their jeans.  The liquid continued to flow, 
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and out of the door slipped the decaying legs of a 

woman, and the liquid continued to flow over them and I 

saw my tattoo on her ankle and the johns were 

ejaculating generously which swirled into and creamed 

the pink liquid which then looked like a strawberry 

milkshake I had once as a kid.   
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Nubile Enough 
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I walk the weird streets of Amsterdam in colours 

greyscale black and specks of red.  There is no age to 

this place.  It exists separate.  The Red Light District is 

further condensed and I can see from street-level and 

above - equally.  It is as a colony and I am in both a 

mapping process and following clues.  I am perhaps 

inside a diagram.  How orderly the street walking flows.  

We are occasionally roused by violence or the threat of 

violence.  The streets are narrow and twisty Venetian.  

The buildings have split open and then extended their 

grace.  Except that every entrance oozes menace.  I keep 

walking to this corner, the canal end on my left and I 

enter the passage on the right then default and I am again 

walking to this corner.  I am being followed.  Something 

red shone behind but I could not move my head, my 

neck is in a spasm which pushes me forward.  I cannot 

ever turn back.  The alleyway grey slabs rise and fall 

elegantly and tidal, making stairs.  Each porchway of the 

alley suggests a place I want to be.  I am in the alley 

now.  I can walk freely now. 

 

I look to my right and empty doorways.  I look to my left 

and empty doorways.  I must scale a few steps.  They are 

arduous like a hill.  This street has the feel of rural 

France for a second.  A feeling of World War II.  Some 

steps lead underneath a building and a new choice of 

paths.  In the darker places I see the women.  I walk past 
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them and I get disorientated.  I chickened and acted 

normal, returning to ground and sat at a café seat 

publicly, with others around.   

 

Again I walked.  I felt sleepy and fascinated so deeply as 

I walked.  I want to be the women.  I am suddenly inside 

a concrete room, shared by two, encouraged to be sexy 

and I am.  I am a fucking slut in a windowless pen in a 

dystopic grey Amsterdam with a girl on her knees 

licking my side and on a bed a bleeding bitch laughing to 

my left.  I display myself this way, side being licked, 

chain-smoking and crushing out the cigarettes with my 

shoe.  The girl and I then kiss pornographically and 

fumble, and someone catches me.  They remove me 

from this place. 

 

I return.  It is exactly the same and the process of entry is 

equally difficult.  This time I gained further access and 

into square tunnel dungeons.  The inner-structures are 

more slab-like than before and gated in places, defying 

conventional design and abstract in entrance.  Large 

corners defined my favourite square, the corners sound 

of the ticks of roaches and I immediately sense the 

plague.  This time I was a determined customer, 

sexualised to the very point of my being.  Slavering and 
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driven by my sexual deviance.  Which one would I 

choose?  I choose the one which is bedridden, lean and 

young.  Her accomplice opens the gate and discreetly 

disappears.  There is a strong smell of vaginal and penis 

blood and brown blood stains dried on the bedclothes.  

My fingers crawl toward her and tickle her out of her 

drugged slumber.  She is very young.  Not a child.  

Certainly not a woman.  Nubile enough.  My sick and 

limitless lust makes her do things.  Inside the sex I am 

industrious.  Time moves in distinct frames and I hear 

the universe moving around us.  I’m having lovely brain 

thoughts.  I am closer to my dreams.  I am losing.  I am 

inside the carnal sounds.  I can look inside her body.  I 

can smell her soul.  I am inside euphoria.  People appear 

and watch in spots.  And I eventually spermed black 

sperm over her clenching body, framed in a white 

deliverance.   

 

I am then in a dark and labyrinthal court of law.  A place 

without answers.  I fear I will never get out.  This is my 

mind’s eye.  This is my rapture.  This is my hell.  I am 

the Devil. 
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The Netherworlds 
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I do not have a body here, in this expanse of agricultural 

land.  This is a sealed dome.  I traverse the fields of The 

Netherworlds, across, over, through.  I imagine the dry 

smell of potatoes in the earth and of snert.  A simple and 

harsh life.  I may have passed into a Rembrandt van Rijn 

landscape, into Old Holland at night. I am in a time 

period where it is customary to wear hats and not 

common to be literate and people had faces like toads.  

Pity their bovine dependency.  There is no electricity, it 

is only my eyes which illuminate that which I see, my 

eyes are my sun.  The eternal wordless endless wordless 

land.  The eternal wordless endless wordless land.  A 

stained glass toyland.  Beyond the fields are fields of 

energy.  They are too complex for me to understand.  

Light perpetual.  Light perpetual.  Am I pasteurizing in 

celestial space? 

 

Instinct zooms me to this.  I am in the centre of a field, 

on a wooden chair.  It is dull as though viewing through 

green tinted glass tinted with technicolor – I am 

observing myself.  For miles all around are fields and 

trenches, divided by water, trees and bushes, veins which 

run through the land.  There is flooding.  The one I am 

sat in is the most pure ing.  I am holding on my lap, by 

the waist, a tiny old man – the size of a toddler, he is 

standing up on my thighs.  He is wearing an old-

fashioned scarf and hat and his face is withered and bird-
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like, with a beak, wrinkles, and plucked patchy skin.  He 

is the mutant of De Wallen and his tricycle lies upturned 

some distance away, in the same field.  I do not know if I 

loved him or not.  I suspect he may be God.   

 

As I watch I see myself change in a kaleidoscope of age.  

I am multiform.  I am a young girl holding the man then 

an elderly woman bent over holding him and every age 

in-between.  There is no pattern to how my age switches.  

I can easily recognise the different elements of myself.  

My view also changes, there are zooms and close-ups, 

retractions and angle changes.  I feel the pulses of techno 

music.  This experience feels like deep participation in a 

music video. 

 

I am running through the fields, flying and chasing 

myself.  The mutant has disappeared.  A windmill in the 

distance is of great importance and I know there are 

others here, I am not sure whether their business is their 

own or mine.  I wish they would go away, this is my 

experience.  The cattle are sleeping in the hedges, and all 

kinds of little characters are awake in the hedges.  There 

is a plastic bag of blond pigtails in one hedge.  This is a 

crumbling old world.  My view of myself is closing.  I 

run under a viaduct and it finishes.  I stamp this memory.   
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Earrings 
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He raped me again last night.  I think I’m starting to 

enjoy it.  I cooked him a burger earlier. Burger earlier.  I 

can’t stop thinking about reformed meat seeping through 

history.  Meat making meat.  It isn’t like DNA, all light 

and colourful, it is very fatty.  Quite like the clear fluid 

that holds the sperm, something holds us together, and 

the miniature multiplying meatballs are needed.  This 

thought absolutely depletes me.  Now I can only think 

about all the men worldwide forcing dicks down throats.  

How many people like dicks being forced down their 

throats?  Poor girls.  What the fuck is the purpose of life? 

 

He punched the fuck out of my tits today.  My nipple has 

inverted and it is much too sore to try to pull it out.  

There is dried blood all over it and I don’t know what is 

what.  I’m so bruised I may never recover from my 

recovery.  It is hard to remember this.  I can’t understand 

that person now.   

 

Motorcycle. 

Please now listen to the song ‘As The Rush Comes’ by 

Motorcycle with your eyes closed: 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9oBRgXtyKeE  

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9oBRgXtyKeE
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We drift deeper, drift deeper...  

 

He says he loves me.  He says I’m dirt.  He says I’m a 

good fuck.  He says I’m a conniving cunt.  He reads me 

well.  He knows I’ll never stop planning.   

 

I am in an underground ice-room.  He stands above me.  

He brings me burgers and juice.  He has white hair and 

wears a fur-lined parka suitable for Arctic trekking.  His 

face is young but I know he is old inside.  There are no 

doors in the cube, he enters through the roof, like 

Sinterklaas, and I have no escape.  He is so heavy but 

also light.  This is our secret. I mustn’t tell anyone.  I 

have no-one to tell anyway. 

 

I have to go with it. 

 

His friends fuck me.  Day and night.  It never ends.  I’ve 

literally thought every thought now.  I feel the HIV settle 

into my painful organs… my poor rotten organs… I 

want to leave my body… I will never be able to redo 

myself… nobody ever does… I understand pedophiles… 
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purity is beautiful… so beautiful… unspoiled.  God, you 

must be the biggest bastard of all.      

 

My dead babies hang off me like earrings.  Oorbellen.  

My earring babies.  Earrings are never comfortable, 

chosen pain, chosen pain.  There is blood on my cheeks 

and my hair has hardened, I’m fucking stuck here.  They 

have thin brown skin.  They are heavy, weighing my 

head down, causing my neck to droop and destroying my 

spine, making me look at the ground.  One is heavier 

than the other, the parasite, he makes me look at him 

sometimes.  They cry a lot and violently struggle and 

they smell bad, rancid, for they have been chopped up 

and sewn back together, and they seep.  When I try to 

stroke and comfort them my fingers glide through them 

for they are haunting me.  I’d imagined my babies would 

be beautiful, it was instinctive.  Instead I have big 

Frankenstein ham boys.  Big boiled piglets.  Little eyes 

without light behind, little evil dolls of mine.   

 

Flesh smells bad.  If I snivel in rot long enough I’ll 

source euphoria, I’ll make it, I’ll merge with the source.   
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Wanting the man who will make you rich is cool.   It 

also shows that you are a stupid bitch.  There is the finest 

fucking line between preying and becoming prey, and I 

fucked up.  I thought I was smarter than him. 

 

I hate them because I hate their father, his weak cum fills 

their skin.  

 

Tears start a rise up over my eyes, time froze at the 

moment I realised I was going to cry, and I lingered in it, 

in the self-pity, and this was probably the most profound 

moment of my life.  

 

Only silence, no-one is here, and I yearn to hear a noise, 

somebody help me.  My heart is racing, I can hear it 

echo off the inside of my skin, I pretend it is footsteps.  

Other people will come. 

 

He brought a boy to me.  He was a big boy.  He didn’t 

know what he was doing, he functioned only on a 

physical level, his spirit had never entered his body or it 

had flew away early.  I suckled him as though he were 
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my Mother, it was what he wanted.  He looked a bit like 

my boys.  I became glad they were dead. 

 

And it felt like many years passed by, mostly the same 

stuff happened.  

 

I’m safer than ever. Trapped inside this ice-cube. A 

perfect cube - it never got dirty.  It is white like an Albert 

Heijn.  I like my job as a shop assistant, there is a good 

pension scheme here.    

 

Their little arms bash off my tragus and my lobes have 

stretched by their activity.  But they didn’t grow at all, I 

didn’t feed them, my breasts had thickened then dried.  

They live in my orbit, the little ossicles chime sweetly as 

they sleep and I feel like a Mommy, Planet Mommy, 

almost crying, lost in their sparkling syllabic music.   

 

In my box I cannot be harmed, all the bad people of the 

world won’t find me.  Only my visitors come, they 

nourish me, building me, filling me up.  They like my 

tight slit.  I’m a good little girl. 
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‘Daddy’s home!’ 

 

My miscarriage is being rammed back up my cunt. I can 

almost hear the little quarter-baby crying.  I hope one of 

his doll arms stays behind to build his sibling.  I hope 

one of his arms or legs enters Daddy’s urethra, to cause 

cancer or a blood clot. 

 

No warm igloo human glow, only cold light, I only want 

a hug.  The tremors can’t stop. I am remembering things 

for the first time.  

 

Stuck with the dirty dead.  Bad babies.  They whisper 

instructions to me;   

‘You have infests in your head, you have to cut them out’ 

 

They told me to cut the eggs out of my head and arms, 

they said the insects give me the headaches.   

They sing; 

‘Thousands of them 
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 Thousands of them 

 We’re jealous Mommy’ 

I used my nails but I couldn’t find them.  I dug out most 

of my hair and the blood is fucking everywhere.  They 

must be in my brain.  They laughed at me.  Equal devils.  

They said the infests are hiding.  He was angry and I am 

sorry.  He said I look ugly now.  I am sorry for 

everything I have done. 

 

He plucked my earring babies from my ears and put 

them in two small bags and what he did with them I do 

not know... 

 

The scars will stay on my helix for eternity ... and I am 

falling asleep...  

 

My breath is so cold and thick, my life-force is visibly 

leaving me ...  I’m emptied...   

 

So cold...  
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I had never once noticed the colour of the sky ... it was 

there... 

 

Everything is glassy-snow... 

 

I remembered being in my Mother’s womb ... holding 

onto her uteral walls ... I had never wanted to be born... 

 

Too much cunning in the world... 

 

Their spirits flutter by ... wisp-like ... like my 

adolescence...   

 

They are payment for my passage. 
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Octopus-eyes 
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Amsterdam 2009.  In a centuries old canal–house 

divided into two parts lived two women, one elderly and 

one young.  The landlady had been housebound for 

many years.  Sat hunched in a chair, with a folded neck, 

the face like a turnip.  Funereal and veiled, her eyes 

darted wildly, octopus-eye pupils coated in a dusty pink 

film.  She sang forth fortunes, lore and bubonic curses.  

She is very very old.  So old that her organs are black.  

So old that her tongue is black. 

 

Her house was filled with plants.  They are labelled with 

earth-stained faded stickers upon which the names are 

written in tiny old-fashioned curly handwriting.  Potent 

herbs perfume the rooms.  Today rifting scents of violet 

and sage, elderflower and heather, boiled cabbage and 

pigeon feathers roam.  No two visits smelt the same.  

Light rays stream through the pulled open grimy 

windows and plant skin particles gleam in their path.  

Twigs and plant life bud beauty which flows out from 

the windowsill and along the streets, and pushes up 

through the paving, gorging on the elements.  The 

kitchen is a traditional herby manifest and the living 

room a curious dusty copse.  Between the floorboards 

twisted vines connect the rooms.  Reams of creepers, 

pots and scattered soil replace furniture.  But for two 

wooden chairs.  Fireplace’s mouth spews mycological 

babes.  Latticed tubular fruiting bodies and disconnected 
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arms exposing spore-bearing structures.  Phallus caps 

coated in indoor dew.  Octopus and dog stinkhorns, 

mottled balls and chambered halls.  On the mantlepiece 

are carefully arranged upturned framed photographs of 

dead discoloured babies.  Central-heating-pumping-hot-

house.   

 

The girl is plump and pretty, with mousy hair and sallow 

skin, a pug nose and a gentle heart.  Her name is Rose.  

She is in some sort of new-age cult.  Orphaned, growing 

and soul-searching.  To begin with she called once 

monthly to pay rent.  Had a chat.  The old lady breastfed 

her cats.  Creepy for the girl, but she enjoyed the 

interesting stories.  She pitied the lonely lady, sat day 

after day in her purgatorial chair, holding fresh flowers, 

the living dead.  Nobody wants to look at old women.  

The degraded messes that they become.  Physically and 

facially worse than men.  Shrewd, sour, emotionless and 

slow, yet slow.   

 

Over the years a friendship had developed.  She would 

call with her plants, get advice.  They would bake 

herbtarts from windowbox blossoms, powder lavender 

and make floral solutions.  She learnt about all the 

different ways to preserve food.  They would discuss the 
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shading of rouge lipsticks.  She bought her a new lipstick 

each Christmas.  They would drink a little jenever and 

laugh at Sinterklaas.  The old lady let out short grunts of 

delight at the noises of decanting.  The girl was obliged 

to take an old lipstick back in reciprocation.    On leaves 

lipstick kisses sit, kisses from lips as wrinkled as 

fingerprints.  The old lady often dances tipsily with 

stems and branches, she tickles stamen and sucks her 

fingers and crunches on husk with her gums.  The girl 

would talk of her man friends.  She would leave after 

each outpouring with an ever-increasing cynicism about 

love.  But she loved the old lady.  She loved the way she 

pretended to read tea leaves and tell the girl she was 

pregnant with chicken skeletons.  She would talk about 

when she could see and how the colours in her head are 

bright like diffusing angels.  She would forcefeed the girl 

hot milk, the girl always pretended to herself it was 

delivered and not expressed, although she knew inside it 

was maternal and longed for it on her off days.  After 

time the girl closed her eyes before entering and spent 

her visits in blackness, in solidarity.  They held hands 

sometimes, the old lady’s bones gripped the girl tightly; 

the thin sheet of skin bluish, translucent and wearing, a 

rippling bag of scum under black fingernails.  She peered 

at her while on the dirty little toilet.  She loved to watch 

her move.  She knew she was watching.  The girl could 

see the once beauty.  They relied on each other.  She put 

around her neck an heirloom.  A pearl dressed locket.  
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She was never to open it.  To keep it closed would 

protect her.  The girl believed her. 

 

By the Oude Kerk past sundown one evening as whores 

heckled, the girl and her dog walked fast down a dark 

alley, both sniffing the rain musk.   The old gabled 

buildings overhead sag into each other.  A tall well-

covered man brushed by.  A few steps forward and her 

neck was restrained by the long chain of her locket.  She 

struggled and the man dropped it from his hand, and 

moved on.  All the time the dog was behaving crazy.   

 

She arrived home, feeling queasy.  A particularly bleak 

feeling barked around her torso.  Her heart was 

bouncing.  She was very much alive.  She was scared.  

She walked up each croaking steep step, refusing to 

cower and feigned fegato - the dog gargling behind her.  

The frame of the old building quivered, its experience of 

man quietly telling.  She dropped her eyelids and stepped 

into the doorframe.  The room stench is sweaty, vegetal 

and sulphurous.   

 

Vegetation began wrenching themselves from the black 

soil.  Their micro-movements now in time-lapse speed.  
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A flapping object ran up her thigh and clasped her nether 

regions.  She groaned and from inside the flat groans 

responded, earthy grunts and grants of release and desire.  

She quickly became enveloped, strong knowing articles 

reached into her throbbing glands, fighting and squealing 

for her pulsating tissue.  Tendrils gripped and curled up 

her thighs.  Plants with teeth and tongues aroused her.  

Long leaves slapped and fanned her.  Hulls scattered 

beside her. Suberumpent eggs so putrid bursting just for 

her.  The little holograms we cannot usually see have 

become clear.   

 

Clusters of bulging purple and blood red nepenthes still 

stalked pattered across the floorboards.  Now erect, they 

mounted her and foraged her body, sought moisture and 

burrowed through the competition.  Steam rose from her 

green body.  She was bound and fallen.  She had submit 

herself fully.  The squeak of soaking plant flesh grew 

exponentially and the deep drone of medulla 

orchestrated ecstasy.  All the organs unfurled.  I hear 

trumpets.   

 

She shuddered – soiled.  And then she opened her eyes. 
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The dim room, grey and lit by a single shadeless light-

bulb and the chlorophyll frequency.  The exposed walls 

scattered with damp patches.   Hundreds of houseplants 

scuttered away into corners like spiders, trailed by webs 

of dark slimy foetid stalks and a fleshy mesh of 

receptacles.  They muttered to each other in some lost 

tongue.  On the walls were drawn many eyes in rouge 

lipstick, the gold Chanel lipstick case on the wooden 

floor.   

 

Undressed and guilty she stood.  Her dog was dead 

beside her.  Her companion lay foetal on the floor, 

coiling and recoiling, her black lace veil set squarely on 

her face.  Go deeper into the silence of now.  Try to feel 

the lucidity of vegetables.  The old lady pulled her frock 

up and showed that on her belly skin sat her eyes.  Two 

perfect eyeballs peering from the zenith of the pubis, 

surrounded by black and metallic wiry lashes.   They 

were crying, weeping incessantly.   

 

The girl had frozen.  For the old lady had fetched - her 

soul had broken from her body.  Her spirit lay as her 

body did, limp and heavy - a smoky twin.  The girl 

pulled the veil from the face and set it over the shaky 

light-bulb.  In the patterned half-light the eyes morphed 
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into faces, twisted otherworldly creatures bulging and 

peering on the two women.  Two large-legged house-

spiders clutched over her octopus eyes and little white 

eggs oozed onto her face.  She hurled the spiders away 

so that she could see her.  

 

The girl hunched over the hag, feet to either side, and 

slid her fingers inside her thin toothless mouth - 

spreading her fingers so to slip in the thumb and then her 

clenched fist closed the breathing tube-way, the full 

mouth stretched so that the upper lip closed over the 

nostrils.  Seven slow minutes passed.  With her free 

trembling hand she stroked her friend’s hair soothingly.  

The old lady’s soul was now suspended, mirrored above 

her, cutting through the girl’s body.  The old lady 

twitched until the old body stopped living.  The clock 

stopped ticking.  On her knuckles she felt bubbling 

putrefaction.  And then only the corpse remained in the 

room. 

 

She did pupate.  As the girl backed toward the door her 

own soul walked forwards and into a photograph of a 

dead baby.  The deadest baby. 
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Extracted like a sleepwalker, her body crumpled 

downcast to the floor, and florid and serpentine she slid 

out of the front door. 
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All the dogs of Amsterdam are peering over canal walls.  

Unleashed old friends, their little paws dipping at the 

water, peeping at something subterranean.  They arrive 

and curl to the ground, casting a gruelling human sigh.  

They are still, calm and stare blankly, they no longer 

fawn.  Their smell is strong and oppressive.  Although, 

they stopped excretion upon arrival.  They are not 

threatening but they are unsettling and once the laughter 

faded goosebumps rose up on the skin of 

Amsterdammers.  The Dutch resolve was dissolving and 

old Christian superstitions gripped the people.  What 

kind of spell was this?  Owners plea with their animals, 

some hysterical, holding their coats and prying the 

animals from the canal edge.  The dogs refuse to stay 

away and only the caged ones remain indoors, the rest 

make their way back to the water, resolute and focused, 

in a trance.   

 

This is the most unusual thing to have happened in the 

history of the City.  A great news story.  A topic of 

global study.  Scientists test the dogs and test the water 

but science cannot find an answer!  Kind people wrap 

rugs around them which are shaken off, and bring food 

but the dogs do not eat, instead they lap the polluted 

water.  
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The trance brings on a moan, a collective moan.  The 

personality of this manifold brooding drives residents 

crazy, they cannot think nor sleep and calls for lethal 

injections resounded.  The authorities begin to dig mass 

graves.      

 

At ports worldwide dogs attempted to board ships.  From 

all around the continent a network of pets, roamers and 

stowaways marched on Amsterdam.  Some dogs did and 

some didn’t.  The domesticated animals retract into 

savage state.  Walls of dogs abound.  They can smell it.  

Fifteen thousand years as a species.  The snappy patter 

of their feet and nails.  Walking with that doggy 

sideways walk.  Walking with that gaze.  Their jowls 

flapping in the wind.  Their broken necks.  Their strange 

chromosome arrangements.  A trotting stream of heroes.  

ALL TYPES OF DOG.  Cute doggies.  Toy dogs.  Sexy 

dogs.  Daddy’s little girl.  Dogs with small mouths.  

Bulldogs.  Confused sniffer dogs.  A stumpy husky.  

Illegal monsters.  A Dingo.  Dogs with cancer.  Tough 

dogs from Moscow.  No puppies.  An English Terrier in 

a wheelchair, poor little soul uncontrollably rolling down 

a bridge-end.  Rolling news helicopters circled Dutch 

skies.  Tourist tat reflecting the phenomenon popped up 

fast.     
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As their numbers swelled their lament volumised, all 

lamenting their souls away.   

 

One month later dogs lined the edges of all 100 

kilometres of Amsterdam canals.  It poured rain.  The 

dogs stood upon their back legs like men.  Aloof, and 

with fierce bloodshot eyes.  They lifted their tails into 

stiff lines, and drew the arsehole into the buttocks, held 

tight and with dignity.  They stood still, their wet hair 

flattened like carpet, looking taxidermed.  Their view is 

obscured through the rain, it acted as a barrier to them, a 

film of rain which tore the fabric of reality.  First barking 

deep from their inner rhythm.  Something prehistoric is 

coming out.  Lyric free.  And they called through their 

plaque-coated fangs in a deafening falsetto.  Their thin 

tongues are rolled back, concealed, and the inferior lips 

look raw with the texture of innerside labia minora.  The 

canids were summoning something.  The barriers 

between their world, our world and the world under the 

water dissolved.  They collectively jumped in, tumbling 

into legend, raising the foaming water to street level.  

Not one did swim nor scrabbled back out.  They went 

under and did not return.  Leaving behind fervent whelps 

and mourning masters.  Divers and dredgers could find 

no trace.  And the atmosphere of Amsterdam seemed 

forever changed.  
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Once the water had settled human bodies began to 

surface as did all kinds of debris which had been hidden 

for years.  The Politie, photographers and laypeople 

pushed to see as the canals dipped skinned in a criminal 

litter film.  Some people love to see the bodies.  Other 

people throw tulips onto the canal.  Some people 

comment that that is a very British thing to do.  In De 

Wallen the sexworkers walked from their boxes and 

pushed through the crowds.  The people waited aside.  

They threw more flowers at the ladies.  Petals loosened 

and an oriental funeral offering beautified the canal.  The 

Oudezijds Achterburgwal brewed into the Ganges.  Stoic 

serene beauties, we the feminine.   

  

What the people did not see were the ghosts which had 

swept out of the perfectly preserved female corpses.  

Countless wretched faces grasping at the canal barriers, 

trying to find a place to make sense of this.  They 

crawled out of the water and into drains where they 

huddled.  And pearls of laughter cascaded from their 

mouths. 
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The graveyard sprawls, a vigorous grower of gothic 

vegetables, little coppices and buds of purest white.  

Lichen slowly stretches over, lichen is a portal organism.  

Enigma winds all around the bone garden.  Under the 

stones and in the Earth corpses succumb to the disease of 

death, the beauty of peace perishing into tattered meat 

and stationary skeletons.  The mourners swallow ghost 

breath here.  Hovering high above we see the corpse 

roads flow outwards, straight and in an orthodox halo.   

 

In the night, by moonlight, on the graves trinkets of love 

and memory twinkle to the pedestal.  Extinguishing 

candle aroma grasps within glistening glass offerings.  

The shadows cast do not match the host, the stones make 

shadows photographed from bones below.  Bones and 

stone at home in God’s Hotel.     

 

Elders in the root congested earth.  How strongly the 

dead outnumber the living.  Dead human beings.  

Billions of skulls knitted into the land, how they bulge in 

these places, the brains eaten by time, the marrow still 

wet, the black pigment growing and growing, worms 

slithering through the skulls.  Their pith shifts and pours.  

Filtered through the soil, the slow progress of the insects 

driven by nature’s place sounds a dirge.  Exquisitely 
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carved plinths.  Statues and Statuettes.  Eroded 

monoliths.  Cross-bearing Christians.  Names and names 

and names.  Eminences.  All of the dead flowers.  All of 

the artificial flowers.  All of the filthy old recycled death 

props.  Limousines.  Glories of ants.  Quiet creatures on 

their tip-toes.  Some sob.  Their tears which moisten the 

earth are meaningless to the dead.  Some resist and at the 

gate their grief stricken faces openly yearn for those who 

are no longer there.  Those who have become forgotten.  

Those who form a new family.  A family of earth ghosts.  

Those who cannot let go. 

 

A woman is the only mourner inside.  A Venus.  A Rose.  

She wanders around the paths holding a blank 

countenance.  What is underneath her flame red woollen 

coat?   

 

At the edge of the field multiple graves are being dug by 

a man on a machine.  Soon bodies will gently slide 

around their coffins in their final social participation.  

The finest of the obscurities.   

 

The woman stopped at a fresh grave.  She dropped her 

knees onto the soft bumpy ground.  On her knees she 
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unbuttoned her dress, her coat had already been 

hurriedly opened.  Her bare breasts grew plump with the 

thrill of ghosts watching, and with the wind that 

emanated their wishes caressing them.  Not every 

woman is a mother.  Her body curved forward and her 

neck dipped then slid onward, bringing her tongue over 

the dirt, rubbing her breasts into the dirt.  Blackening her 

nipples.  Fucking the porous grave.  Panting childless 

and carnal.  While the well-dressed zombies rattle the 

fences.     

 

Her hands had been gripping the earth.  They ripped 

clods of grass which she squeezed and let drop, then she 

squeezed the crumbling soil, then let drop, then she 

squeezed, then she let drop, then she squeezed, then she 

raised her arms slightly and let it run up her sleeves.  

Then, her face pressed into the land she wrapped her 

tongue around some soil and sucked the hard soil into 

her mouth, self-gagging.  Her swelling stomach moved 

the earth and her wrists in the earth, her fingernails 

began to take root.  Time swirled around her and she 

continued thrilling herself maniacally, coaxed by her 

ancestresses.  Something rose out of the low land and 

penetrated her and retracted.  Then she was stilled, her 

bumps pushed deep into the dirt.  She is harvesting.  

From her risen behind a tiny black and pulpy object 
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eased out of the quim.  The votive snuffed.  She has been 

broken.  She cannot be tamed.  She is the Mother Plant. 

 

A man has been watching from afar.   

 

De aarde naar de aarde 

De aarde naar de aarde 

De aarde naar de aarde 

The earth to the earth 

The earth to the earth 

The earth to the earth 
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Lumpen reborn.     

 

Sat in the sewer tunnel, under a bridge, cramped and 

sunken in hominid stink.  In a sediment so unsanitary it 

can be tasted.  As he deluged another one, they rose from 

dreams, washed clean, spread pantry on the face, and 

took to the streets on arched feet, poising seasoned 

grace. 

 

Footsteps.  Trickles.  A herring.  A Boat.  They followed 

his cloak. 

 

Frightening, in dripping wet ghost-rags through which 

their marrow glowed, through narrow entries, they 

walked the cobbles to his door, on the Prinsengracht.  

They entered by melting through the walls and then they 

waited in the cavities.   

 

His home is minimalist organized.  Tall, dark and 

nothing, his skin is shiny and his features are unclear, 

noising with an acidic rasp that buzzed into a nadir for 

breath.  He oxygenates nocturnally, refreshing the 
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women he kisses, making them limp and faint as they 

inhale.  His surgery is visited by these sugared oiled 

bodies with rouge-gluten heads.  Lovebitten ladies.  He 

extracted their glossy eyes and pink ovaries.  Pop.  He 

switched them.  Plop.  He made them pretty.  Like his 

Mummy.   

 

The cavities became a long-term residence.  They lived 

mostly in the surgery walls, swarming over each other 

like rats, peering and plotting with a brothel spirit.  They 

are given a dusty form.  They interacted with the utterly 

terrified girls, promising to help, but they could not.  He 

loomed over the gurgling women in brutish acts of 

degradation.  Their heads twisted from side-to-side as if 

this motion would make him go away.  He handles the 

dead bodies much.  His handling was unrelenting, 

pawing and clutching at their empurpling skin as though 

he were trying to absorb them.  When they died, while 

their souls were still in their bodies, he put his head 

between their legs and lapped the final crests of urine 

and digestion like a lover would.  Freshly dead girl after 

freshly dead girl would reappear after their operation and 

removal, through the ether, through a wall, to join the 

rampant haunt.  
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Man looks like his dick. Man thinks like his passing of 

money.  I harbour the darkest resentment.  The slowest 

peeling slowest recession. 

 

The dirt.  Fractured compressed depressed inverted.  

Seeping disintegrating lumps of cleaved meat scattered 

on the checkerboard floor-slabs.  Sickening choppings.  

Ruptured parts spilling blood.  Ochre discharge running 

all over things.  Ectoplasmic butter.  Carefully woven 

sinew ligatures.  Scalpels.  Portions of gauze.  There was 

a digestive system on the floor.  Ribs independent.  

Tampons and mice play in one corner.  Septic 

pustulations over bone bubble another.  Fatty yeast with 

teeth and hair malign another.  A pile of mixed excreta in 

the other.  A wafting cadaverine smell thread.  An 

overpowering scent of surgical burning.  The nauseating 

smell of his eagerness.  Cutting out any tattoos, he 

pinned the painted flesh onto his wall and this fleshy 

fresco caked and grew.  The ladies weakened behind it 

and so they moved into the ceiling.  Into the stagnant 

wait. 

 

A wilful call of longing finally ripped out of the 

channelling women.  Through a second surge of energy 

transference they hatched out of the roof and descended, 
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their piercing noise split their particles, and between the 

ceiling and the floor their ghostly gravy solidified, and 

their hair flowed beautiful coral coated curls.  In order of 

murder the women stormed his bedroom.  He had been 

sleeping like a log, hooded yellow robe opened, naked 

and spread frontally on the magnificent Egyptian cotton 

bedding. 

 

They ran their screeching nails down the mirrors.  He 

rolled over smiling.  Behold the man.  Vengeful and 

smouldering, they circled him.  They prodded him.  I 

licked his eyeball.  I spat on him.  They disrobed him.  

Then tore off his arms and legs.  His limbs crawled away 

like sleepy tentacles.  They carried his weeping half-

body in procession like a baby into the empty streets and 

dropped the lump on the ground and kicked it into the 

gutter.  Using his teeth he dragged his trunk to a 

doorway, all the while his teeth crumbling and snapping, 

and he lay front down, bleeding and hissing.  I turned my 

back on him and out of me fell the first spell of 

meconium which had burst into a flame, a little light for 

the spoil.  There go by the monkey ghosts.  Later, 

passers-by dropped coins on his pitiful remains.  Another 

homeless cripple, another statistic for the EU to concern 

itself about. 
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